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John Kennedy, of

Battle of the Bands.
Brighthopped Schmerber, and Dane Larsen, ofFate's End were two of the leading contenders at

Brighthopped Schmerber victorious at Battle
Kate Opatz and SusieRantz
Staff Writers

I

Glow sticks encircledbody parts throughX the crowd as SU students watched and
eered for 10 student bands competing for
op prize of $200 worth of recording time
a professional studio.
This year's Battle of the Bands drew beeen 400 and 500 audience members, about
(0 fewer than last year. Regardless, the atosphere inthe Campion Ballroom was still
stive, with a supportive crowd and a lineiofenthusiastic,unsigned bands that aren't
mous...yet.
"I'd be very, very happy if we even

said Will Kane, guitarist of
righthopped Schmerber, minutes before
iding out his band had won first place.
The winning band had played together as
full band for the first time only two days
;fore Battle of the Bands.
aced,"

"Everyone in the

bandreally contributed,"

says lead singer and songwriter, John
Kennedy,"It was an amazing experience."

Band members themselves had difficulty
spelling "Brighthopped Schmerber", much
less defining it. "It sounds better with an
English accent," says Kennedy. "It's based
on Constitutional law."
Battle of theBands was organizedby freshman Madison Brewton, Special Events CoChair of SEAC.
"I think the event wasreally successful,"
shesays, "There weren'tany major problems,
and things ran smoothly. The audience
seemed to enjoy it, too,and that's really important."
Brewtonhad the help of co-chairs, SEAC
and student volunteers. "My co-chairs did
publicity and contacted the bands. Everyone
inSEAC helpedme out, since it wasmy first
event. Ireally liked working with all the
bands, they were professional and really
excited....they take it seriously."
The event was an opportunity for students

share their talent with their peers. Student bands often go unrecognized.
"It was cool to see how much unknown
talent is on campus," says Battle of the
Bands audience member Chris Inaba.
Second place went to Ben Sellon and his
band.
Sellon's music has been heard on campus before, especially during a show n the
Bellarmine Lobby earlier this year. He
hopes todo another performance this spring
on the Bellarmine Patio.
Irtiash, who received third place, earned
highpraise from the audience.
"They were the only band that wasn't too
cliche," says sophomore Bobby Brennan,
"They were very original."
"They (Irtiash)put a lot more into it than
other bands,"agrees sophomore Kyle Bond,
"Theyshowed a lotofemotion and passion."
Other unique competitors included Lost
Cat, which included three SU choir members, and was named by their drummer.

to

Mike Numrich, aftef a cat that he lost in the

60s.

"It (Battle of the Bands) was fabulous,'
says singer Elisa Renouard, "The exhilarationofbeingonstage is unlike anythingelse.'
Last year's winner,Fate'sEnd, didn't place
in this year's competition. A number of stu-

dents were surprised and even angry abou
this.
"1know a lot of peopleexpectedFate's End
to win again, orat leastplace, so people were
shocked, wecould tell," says Brewton, "Bu
all of the winners deserved it....a1l the bands
deserve recognition."
This year's judgingpanel was made up o
KSUB employees, members of a Seattle
basedband called Orphan Project, as well a
another musician from the Seattle area.
According to Brewton, "All our judges
were musicians who webelieved would keep
an open mind aboutall our performers. They
were very impressed withthe bands and were
happy to be part ofour event."

Students uneasy delving Into the Mind of a Rapist
Kate White
Staff Writer

(Although

the setting of this rape discussion was a com-

rtable one, withstudents sittingin overstuffedcouches and
airs and a bowl ofcookies in the center of the room, the
ood was not.
As part of the ongoing discussion about sexual justice in
is year's series of Academic Salons, Associate Professor

and Director of SU's Criminal Justice Program Jacqueline
Helfgott gave a presentation entitled Into theMind ofa Rapist at the Wismer Center Feb. 25.
The presentation began with a graphic clip from the controversial 80s film, The Accused, based on a true story, in
which Bridget Fonda plays the role of a gang-rape victim
who is viciously attacked at a bar.
The small room ofpeople, mostly female, sat quietly staring at the big screen that showed the graphic scene. Many

heads shook in disgust, some astonished mouths droppe
open, and many eyes averted at times during the 13 disturb
ing minutes of the film.
"Thisis apowerfulportrayal of the type ofrapes that hap
pen everyday," openedHelfgott.
As part of her ongoing research on the behavior andratio
nalizations ofcriminals and psychopaths. Professor Helfgott

See RAPIST, Page 4
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SU Security Report
\U

Alittlebit of time andred paint
JKr^"
Friday 2/2,7
W
At approximately 7 a.ra. CPS
|£
staffonpatroldiscoveredgraffiti on
the east wallofthe university storage building on Bthand East approximately 9:30 am and reColumbia. Thegraffiti was donein turned approximately six hours
redspraypaint andcoveredanarea later,
encompassing 4 ft x 7 ft. Aecording to other employees whocame
The hand that broke glass
Saturday 2/28
into the area the paint graffiti was
At approximately 2 a.m. CPS
not present an hour earlier.
staff received a report from a
Resident Advisor that a student
Thelittle things
whohad consumed alcohol had
frjday 2/27
At approximately 4:45 p.m.CPS punched the glass window of a
staff received a report of an auto fire extinguisher box.The stuprowl fromastudentparkedon12th dent cuthishand when breaking
Avenue. CPS staff found the car theglass. Thestudent responsible
lock had been broken on the was contacted and eventually
driver's door. The victim reported became cooperative and helped
cologne, a tobacco pipe, and a 35 cleaned up the debris. The incimm camera had been taken. The dent was forwarded to the Stuvictim had parked the vehicle at dent Conduct System.

square area. A damagerepair request was sent to the Residential
CPS staff received a report at 9 Maintainence Office.
a.m.from the resident housekeeping staff inBellarraine about grafIn a chapel?
Thursday 2/26
fiti on the statute of Mary and on
arrival,
CPS staff received a report at
furniture. Upon
CPS staff
found ink writing on the statue and 11:50 a.m. froma personin the St.
black ink writing on the fabric ofa Ignatius Chapel reporting a male
sofa. The housekeeping staff re- and female who were not wearing
ported the damage had occurred any clothes and were in the dressing area of the woman's
Missing: Twocloset doors
sometimein the past 24hrs.
Tuesday 2/24
restroora. CPS staff contacted the
you?
CPS
did
wall
do
to
two adultindividuals whohadbeen
approximately
p.m.
3
What
the
At
eachother.The twoperWednesday
embracing
call
from
students
2/25
staffreceiveda
approximately
separated and interCPS
were
9
a.m.
sons
residing inBellarmine whohadreAt
turned to their room to find two staffreceived acall from the resi- viewed by Seattle Police. Bothinof their closet doors missing. The dent housekeeping staff reporting dividuals admitted they were not
students didn't report the incident damage to the wallnear the eleva- affiliated with the university and
right away because they thought ,tors onthe sixthfloorofBellarmine. were using the area to have
it was a prank. However as time Upon inspection, the CPS staff sex. Both individuals were crimiwent on, the doors were not found someonehadkicked orhitthe nally trespassed, warned from the
returned. The damage and loss is wall with a blunt instrument and university property and escorted
estimated at approximately $250. damaged the wall in a one foot from campus.

The reappearingsyringe
Tuesday 2/24
CPS (Campus Public Safety)
staffonpatroldiscovered asyringe
in the external area east of
SullivanHall at9:30 a.m.Thesyringe was placed into a bio-hazardprotectedcaseanddisposedof
in anapprovedmedical wastecontainer.

Random acts of inking
Wednesday,,^?

World Affairs Council event focuses on Afghanistan
Meyling Siu-IYliriinrin
Co-Features Editor

reconstruction in Afghanistan and the
developmentofdemocracyinthe coun-

The World Affairs Council,hosted

Theprogram titled"TheChallenges
of Afghanistan" was part of "Puget
SoundSpeaks:Americainthe World",
aBy thePeopleprojectcovered by the
World AffairsCouncil withmedia part-

onFeb. 25, featured a paneldiscussion ners KCTS, the Seattle Postthat included MohdAslami, thechair- Intelligencer, and KUOW, alongwith
manofthe Afghanistan-AmericaFoun- the Seattle Public Library and other
dation,thepresident of Win thePeace, community partners.
Don Ritter opened the discussion
HasanNouri,and formerUSrepresenarguing that the United Statesis mortative, Don Ritter,R-Penn.
The panelists discussed the state of allyobligated to rehabilitate Afghani-

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

sisted the Soviet Union invasion in

ists terrorists.He statedthat byhaving
"We owe it to Afghanistan to stay, a "Muslimally," theUnitedStatescould
finish thejoband win"the peacenot just also influence neighboring countries
the war,"Rittersaid. We need to step such as Pakistan.
Another cornerstone of the U.S.
backandgivecredit wherecredit isdue.
One million Afghans died during the policyinAfghanistan, accordingtohim,
1979.

try.

The number one priority for the
UnitedStates inAfghanistanshouldbe
stimulating the economy,according to
a panel ofexperts.

government should rescue an impoverished and torn country from Islam-

stan, a former Cold War ally that re-

should be ensuring and protecting a

Soviet invasionfightingforus."
Cole Holiman, a visiting student

stable and democratic country. The
fromMarysville-PilchuckHigh School, Afghan governmentis requesting$28
agrees. "It's areversedomino theory: billion toreconstructthe country,which,
wemusthelp rebuildAfghanistan," he Ritteremphasized,shouldbe fundedby
theUnited States and the international
said
He stated,however, that
community.
out
thatthe
pointed
Ritter
American
aspart ofdemocracy,the funds should
beinvestedincreating aviable private
sectorand open,decentralizedmarkets.
IS S.U. NIGHT!
"Iwantto seecapitalism forAfghans:
wehave to nurtureit,fortify it,"hesaid.
Negin Almassi, a University of
Washington student, confessed to beingskeptical abouttheU.S.reconstructionpolicy inAfghanistan. "Iagreewith
helping the country but not with our
own agenda of rebuilding the U.S.
economybygiving American business
anewground," shesaid.
Inorder toreconstruct Afghanistan's
infrastructure,Aslamisuggestedaneconomic strategy based on the 1948
Marshallplan,theU.S.-sponsoredprogramdesignedtorehabilitate theeconomies of 17 westernandsouthern Europeannations.
Aslami explained that since the
Taliban rule, thelargest component of
the Afghan economyhas beennarcotics;theremaining segments beingwar
economyand welfare.
Aslami's reconstruction plan outlined as primary objectivesproviding
jobs and family income to 25 million
Afghansas wellasgeneratingsufficient
gross domestic product and tax-based
income for the government.
The planpresented whatAslami referred to as a "perpetual trust fund," in
whichdonornationsandinternational
institutions would transfer their commitmentandassign trustees to manage
the fund.This fund,inrum, wouldprovide equity, grants, and loans to Af-

1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122

I

ghanistan, thereis not enough private
investmentright now."
AH Khairzada,a community member, commented that, "In 1989, we
needed only $1.5 billion to achieve
peaceinAfghanistan,butnowweneed
about $30 billion. We must convince
theUnited Statesnotto forgetAfghanistan."
Priority projects in the plan includedrebuildingbasicinfrastructure

and industries,in particular, agriculargued that
ture. Aslami
Afghanistan's agriculture should
center in other crops beside opium,
harvest exportoriented cropsanddevelopdesert land.
Hasan Nouriaddressed the reconstruction of Afghanistan's political
institutions. According to him, for a
government to function and succeed
in Afghanistan it must have no allegiance or loyalty to a particular nation or foreign power. "The country
has got to be ruled by a national
movement,"he said.
However, Nouri argued that a
separationof "MosqueandState"in
Afghanistan is difficult. "The simplest definition ofdemocracy is that
of a government for the people, by
the people and for the people," he
said."Ifpeople wantIslam to bepart
of the government, that is democracy."

The newly-formed state, according
to him, should engageconsultants and
contractors financedby theinternational

community andfacilitate thereturn of

Afghanexpatriates.
The reconstruction of the Afghan
state, Nouri explained, willdepend
oninternational peacekeepingforces
and the abolishment of warlords,all
under the umbrella of the United
Nations. Nouri underlined that the
Afghan militaryshould integrate regional, provincial commanders and
religionleaders withtheinternational
peacekeeping forces.
"In Afghanistan,the social fiber is
broken,nothingcan work without security," Nouri said. "Ladies and
gentlemen wehave a responsibility:
ghans.
"The private sector needs interna- Do we want Afghanistan to be a
tional funding commitment," Aslami country of peace, or to be a land of
said, "because of the high risk inAf- war and terrorism?" he said.

|
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Starbucks CEO narrates success story
Lauren Farricker

Staff Writer
On Feb. 26, in the Piggot Auditorium,
Starbucks CEO and Co-Founder, Howard
Schultz spoke not simply of the exponential
success of his corporation, but the realities
ofwhich the business worldentails. He vividly illustratedhis personal story which has
led to abundant success through a talk titled
"Building a Different Kind ofCompany."
Schultz, originally from Brooklyn, New
York, went to Northern Michigan University
on a football scholarship. Out of college, he
was a successfulbusiness man working himself up from being a regular sales associate
to the position of V.P. of Sales. It was after
the initial success of his career start that
Schultz then pursued his work with
Starbucks.
"I attempted to build a different sort of
company which,when viewed from the objective, wouldhave clear heart, soul,values,
as well as guiding principles," Schultz states.
A huge believer in being socially conscious, Schultz explains that he desired to
"make a profit in a benevolent manner," from
the start.
Schultz discussedhisawareness that some
stakeholders didnot understandhis goals for
the innovative corporation. However, hebelieved that if stockholders and stakeholders
alike couldconsider the future, the underlying values of the corporation would prove a

long-term investment.
Schultz discussed the success he has experienced in his life, which left him with
anincredible amount of vulnerability, due to
the fact that his life did not begin economically successful.
"I came from federally subsidized housing in Brooklyn, and I can tell you, Iwitnessed the plight of the American family."
When discussing some of the unique attributes ofthe corporation, especially when
looking at the fact that employees, (known
as partners) evenpart-time, canreceivehealth
care.This initially spurred many doubtsabout
the future of the company. Schultz believes
the partnersare one of the most essentialaspects ofStarbucks' success.
Along with explaining how the different
areas came together so wonderfully for the
Starbucks corporation, Schultz discussed
some essential principles to consider as a

William Hurd

Starbucks CEO and CoFounder,
Howard Schultz,
consumer.
"When a consumer is performing their speaks about the success of
own cultural audit and they have a choice his company.

between x and y (when both services are
available) theybeginto ask seriousquestions
What does the company stand for?; How
do they treatthe people who workfor them?;
andDo theygive back to the community?"
Schultz clearly discussed whyit is essential for a corporation to set up a businessina
unique manner setting them apart from the
rest ofthe game. Starbucks, for example,has
madeit a missionof theirs tobe environmen-

-

tally friendly, which has resulted in controversy.

When questioned by the panel regarding
thisissueSchultz replied,"Within themacro
landscape of coffee growers there are 25
countries which produce. For the first time,
a corporation has showed social consciousness which has led to immense profile and
expectations.The corporation is now receiv-

ing responsibility because they are doing the
right thing, and are now held to that standard."
Questions that were asked clarified
Schultz's down-to-earth nature and accepting attitude toward mistakes made throughout the development of the company.
"Some of mybest mistakes have beenJoe
Magazine a magazine which was available
at Starbucks and full of insightful articles and
cool pictures. However, it flopped. Carbonated coffee was another idea ofmine which
flopped."
Schultz advised students to always keep
their goals in the forefront of their minds.
"Alwaysmake yourvoice heardand speak
up about issues. Always have role models
nearby. You are looking at someone who
believedin the American dream and Icame
from the other side of the tracks and I'm
grateful that Ihaven't settled because your
dreams can come true."
Joe Phillips, Dean of the Albers School of
Business, was extrememlyexcited about the
opportunity tohavesuch a prestigousbusiness
leader at SU.
"Students learned success did notcome easy
andit was a struggle for him, forexample.They
also learnedthat values areimportant to some
business leaders and what it takes to succeed
while holding ontoone's values,"Phillips said.
"Our students wereinspiredbyhis story,and
hearing about his work has encouraged them
to dream bigger dreams."

Students become familiar with 'conscientious objection'
(K»t
innocent people, and the killing in the war itself is propor- sv7.edmost was tY\e issue of cor\sc\et\ce V\« Tv\»de \t oAe^r
personal
someone's
and
discernment
a
to
be
conscience
prompt
ithas
tionate to the violence or crimes committed that
that an individual decides, andthe decision to bea conscienwar.
"Selectiveconscientious objectors, as in those people who tious objector should not and cannot be something that is
The Soup with Substance, Thursday, Feb. 26, featured the
oppose a specific war but don't rule out just war, are not imposed on that person.
issue ofConscientious Objection. Dan Moriarty, Social Jus"The way that Ihelppeople discern where they stand is by
Youeither go to jail or war," Moriarty said.
recognized.
ticeMinister in Campus Ministry and advisor for the Catholet them
"On principle, it's worth filing," Moriarty said of those relating my own personal experience, and then I
lic Peace Fellowship, spoke at the luncheon that washeld in
themselves,"
Moriarty
said.
who might be in discernment about conscientious objection. decide for
Casey Atrium.
Moriarty emphaMoriartycited two examples of soldiers who realizeddurobjection
One
conscientious
aspect
of
Conscientious objection to war is a way for a soldier who
ing training what they would have to do in war and decided,
is opposed to war tonot have to be a part of war. In the curas their crystallization ofconscience,that they could notbe a
rent system, this is declared upon enlisting in the draft or
part of a war. One soldier said that he realized he would be
after a soldier has a crystallization ofconscience, which means
and that he could not do that.
killingpeople,
he or she has come to a realization that he or she is opposed
Moriarty also stressed the importance of open dialogue
to "warin any form," as thelaw reads.
when it comes to issues like conscientious objection, but he
"Manypeople don't do it until they are forced to deploy,
emphasized that people enrolled in the military should
also
which is then considered cowardice," Moriarty said of the
not be attacked for beingin the military, and that soldiers

Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer

attitudes towardconscientious objection.
Moriarty said that manypeople think that because anindividual is in the military thathe or she will automatically have
come to terms with what being a part of the military entails:
helping protect this country, which ofteninvolves war, and
war involves violence and death.
"A lot ofrecruits don't think about it before they join. It
makes sense that they wouldn't," Moriarty said.
According to Moriarty, there are problems with the way
the conscientious objection policy is worded.It says that the
soldier is opposed to warin any form, and that theindividual
then has to demonstrate this throughout a long process in
order to confirm his or her beliefs.
"Catholics could not reallybe conscientious objectors because the lawrules out all types of war, includingjust war,"
Moriarty said.
He cited some statistics from previous wars,such as World
War I, in which there wereonly four Catholic objectors,and
World War 11, in which there were 135. Instead of fighting in
the war, these objectors went to military campsand werenot
given discharges, demonstrating how the objectors to war
were punished for their beliefs.
Just war is, according to the Vatican IIreforms to Roman
Catholic doctrine, a war in which the soldiers avoid killing

William Hurd

Dan Moriarty, a Social Justice Minister,
enjoys his soup after informing Soup
with Substance attendees about conscientious objection.

shouldbe respected, not scorned.
"For me it's been a lifelongjourney based mostly on my
faith," Moriarty said about his decision to not be a federal
agent in college.
"That forced me to question it," Moriarty said about the
training he listed to that led him to his current beliefs.
"Ithink waris immoraland not the wayto solve our problems,but Ican't stand in the wayof what other people have
to do," Moriarty said
For a solution to the laws surrounding conscientious objection, Moriarty cited what Dorothy Day said of Catholics
who object to unjust wars:"We urge the might of a league of
conscientious objectors."
Moriarty said that since this is such an important part of
military service and the individual. Campus Ministry is offering workshops on conscientious objection March 4 from
7 to 9 p.m. in the Leßoux Room. The workshop is to feature
issues surrounding conscientious objection such as thedraft,
women in the military and specifics about the law.
For more information about conscientious objection, the
Catholic Peace Fellowship website is at
www.catholicpeacefellowship.org, and Campus Ministryhas
more resources.

is
Correction: In the article titled"SU Students, Faculty to be Inducted into Alpha Sigma Nu" there were three factual errors. Sarah Postel the
president of the Seattle University chapter of Alpha Sigma Nu, not Sarah Pippin. Father Peter Ely gave the keynote address in place ofFather
Stephen Sundborg, not Dr Bond in place ofMarkKadsielski. There are chapters at all28 Jesuit universities in the U.S., one in Canada, and one in
$50 fee.
South Korea. Inductees pay $30 towards National and Chapter dues and the president's office covers $24 of the
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has shown the same film clip to inmatesandsurveyed
them on who,in the film, they identified with to try
to understandthemental schemesused byrapists. She
says studies have shown that there are two types of
rapists: the psychopathand the non-psychopath.
"People who are true psychopaths see everyoneas
objects," she said. "They are people who never feel
bad for what they've done because they've used
primitive defenses from the time they were a child."
Primitive defenses are the defense mechanisms that
havebeen found to beused by psychopaths. Someof
the defenses that Professor Helfgott refers to are:
devaluation,denial,splitting, andomnipotent control,
in which rapists convince themselves that they are
entitled to harm or victimize anindividual.
"Primitive defenses help us understand the
unconscious motivation for behaviors like rape," she
said.
But, there are other types of defenses called
neutralization techniques that are used everyday by
non-psychopathicpeople to rationalize rape. These
same techniques are also used on a lesser level to
rationalize behaviors like cheating and stealing.
"It's not the case that most rapists have some sort
of mental disorder. So, if we can say that normal
people can commit rape, we have to ask whatit is in
our culture that promotes and encourages this type of
behavior," explainedHelfgott.
It is the societal factors contributing to rape that
shouldbe understood, she says, in order to stop this
type of criminal behavior.
"There are some feminists who argue that
because we view women as being harmed if aman
has sexual intercourse with her, that this fuels rape
behavior," said Helfgott. "Some believe that
sexual violence has been conditioned in people
because we see sex and violence paired together
in pop culture."
As an example ofhow images seen in pop culture
can contribute to certain behaviors, Professor
Helfgottreferred to a Pepsi commercialin which
Bob Dole becomes sexually aroused by watching
Britney Spears dance on stage.
"If that's not fueling pedophiliac behavior,Idon't

know what is," she said.
Although thebehaviors of psychopaths are difficult
to predict or prevent, Helfgott explained that most
rapists do not fit into the psychopathic category. This
fact, while leaving some more fearful about the
occurrence of rape, can also mean that there ismore
hope for prevention and treatment.
"Non-psychopathic rapists are more amenable to
treatment and interventions," she explained.
"Programs and policies that focus individually,
environmentally, or culturally on altering the
cognitive distortions of non-psychopathic rapists are
hopeful in terms of prevention and treatment, since
most rapists are notpsychopaths nor do they possess
other types of psychopathology."
While it is a disturbing reality that rape is a
culturally reinforced behavior,it also means, says
Helfgott, that there are societal factors that can and
should be changed in order to prevent rapes from
happening in the first place.
In terms of prevention, she hopes to see the
deconstruction of cultural stereotypes about
women and men. She explains that by changing
the socialization practices that perpetuate the
"male as predator, female as prey" dichotomy, we
could eradicate some of the thought processes that
fuel rape behavior.
She also says that by designing treatment
programs for homogeneous rapist groups based on
their particular risks, needs, and amenability for
treatment, wecould potentially decrease a number
of rapists from acting again.
One goal in researching criminal behavior and
disorder is to improve victim services, says Helfgott.
"It is important to know the type of rape a person
experienced to be able to help themovercome it."
Byunderstanding themindset of the rapist, one can
more easily understandthe type of abuse received by
the victim, and the type of treatment that will best
help the victimovercome the abuse.
For more information or literature on this
or other Academic Salons,visit

www.seattleu.edu/academicsalons.
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Author promotes book,
The Cheating Culture: Why
More Americans Are Doing
Wrong to Get Ahead
Megan Lee

Staff Writer
Will the averageAmerican do anything to get ahead
including conjuring up scams just to "beat the system?"
Do we live in a land of cheaters? This may sound like
the subject of an academic salon, but it is the subject
of David Callahan's book, The Cheating Culture: Why
More Americans Are Doing Wrong to Get Ahead.
Callahan visited Sullivan Law School Feb. 24 to address this topic, and to discuss his new book, which
was published last month. According to Callahan,
Americans are cheatingmuch morenow than they ever
did in the '50s, '60s, and '70s.
Dana Gold, Center for Corporations, Law & Society director, introduced Callahan. She feels that ethics and law are different but intimately related concepts, and issues like corporate scandals need to be
discussed. Gold mentioned, "We are lucky to have
him," and illuminated on his experience.
Callahan casually took the podium with a bottle of
water and asked the audience, of predominantly law
students, why cheating had increased over the last two
decades. He didn't proclaim there was ever any
'Golden Age of Ethics' but he feels the perfusion now
'
is at epidemic levels.The idea for this book began to bloom while interviewing graduates from Harvard Business School's
Class of 1949. During interviews, the Enron scandal
broke and Callahan asked the "49ers" what they
thought. He noted that many of them said, "we would
never do that in our day."
The explanation these men gave was that it all came
down to values. They said they approach things differently their values wouldhave neverallowed such

jcaoiua

mono

David Callahan, author of The Cheating
Cutlure: Why More Americans Are Doing
Wrong to Get Ahead, speaks at the
Sullivan Law School.

—

"Why hasn't the goverment stepped in to do something, whileprisons are growing?" Callahan asked the
students in attendence.
He points out forseeable backlashes to the cheating
culture to be progressive reform, increasing honor
codes and personal responsiblity. In his book he argues for a "new social contract."
"We need to create a society where people feel rules
have legitimacy and strengthen business ethics,"
Callahan professed. "We need to act rationally."
The audience was familiar with his book and was
full of questions. They asked when the backlash would
come, what effect the upcoming election would have
and whether the cheating culture will spread.
Sara Rapoli, masters student at Antioch University,
came accross town at lunchtime to see Callahan speak.
She read his entire book, and came early to ask questions. Rapoli felt that the discussion was a good synopsis of his book.
"He highlighted the most astonishing points," Rapoli
said. "Illuminating the fact of how innocently Ihave
been looking at the world."
Gold too enjoyed the talk and was glad to see the
discussion of timely issues.
Callahan says he hopes his future books will be more
optimistic, but addressing social problems tends to be
barrassed."
business. Explaininghow cyclical trends
Callahan went on to explain the downsides ofcheat- un-optimistic
—
—
ing the eat-what-you-kill mentality has passed. Now are they are periods of obsession with competition,
bigwigs are just killing everything: representing this usually followed by counteringperiods.
Callahan writes extensively about history, business
shift in society. As the carrots grow bigger, the sticks
hit harder. "Our cultrure is more permissive about and public policy.
"The Cheating Culture" is his sixth book; he also
means of personal advancement."
He sees social trends to be the direct result of these authored numerous articles, appeared on talk shows
changes, resulting in the break down of old systems, and co-founded a new "think tank" called Demos-a
shady deals, outsourcing and downsizing,professional public policy canter based in New York City.
He encourages students to get involved with public
insecurity, increased pressure and the stagnation of the
policy groups like Demos, "there isa chapter out here
salaries of ordinary people.
He also cites issues like "ineffective policing ofbad in Seattle."
things.
The research routinely brought up the issues of values, and how they had changed.
"Cheating has always been around," Callahan acknowledged. "People used to cheat on civil service
tests in ancient China, and athletes cheated in ancient
Greece."
But intentions have changed.
"After researching 1 came to the conclusion that
there is more cheating today," Callahan claimed.
He concluded that in the 1980s and '90s there was a
profound increase in cheating, in areas such as: tax
evasion, acedemic dishonesty, music piracy, sports,
ethics in medicine, over-billing, cable TV theft, insurance fraud, and (the big one) workplace theft.
"Workplace theft is the single largest form of theft
in the UnitedStates." Hemaintained. "It costs us about
$600 billion annually, about six percent of our Gross
Domestic Product."
What alarmed him most is that most of these new
"cheaters" consider themselves law-abiding citizens
who are just trying to succeed.
Yielding what he refers to as the enviroment of
greed, "the 49ers would have never paid themselves
that much money, they said they would have been em-

behaviour."
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FYOS Budget Approved
The Board ofTrustees has approved the Seattle University budget for fiscal year 2004-2005. The budget, in keeping withthe fiveyear comprehensive budget plan adopted last year, strengthens support for four key areas: enhanced academic excellence, strengthened vitality of campus life, increased support for Universiry fundraising and marketing initiatives,and additional support for
University facilities' maintenanceneeds. Together, these funding priorities will allow us to build upon Seattle University's tradition
ofexcellence and enhance thevalue of your SU degree.
The FYOS budget includes a 6 percent tuition increase for undergraduate programs and, on average, a 3.4 percent tuitionincrease
for graduate programs. Tuition at the Law School willrise 5.4 percent. Theseresult in actual tuition dollarsof $2 1,285 for full-time
undergraduate students and $24,630 for full-timelawstudents. Room rates willincrease by 4 percent, and the rates for the Murphy
apartments will rise by 3 percent. The most commonly subscribed meal plan will increase by 3.8 percent.
The FYOS budget will directly benefit SUstudents by supporting a wide variety of initiatives,including:
+ More full-time faculty positions to keep class sizes small as enrollment increases
+ Modest salary increases to help attract and retain a high quality faculty and staff
+ A new Center for Service that willcoordinate service learning and volunteer service for students
+ Full funding for the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
+ Additions to library's instructional staff and improvement to library's collections
+ A 4 percent increase in student wages
+ Technology improvements (e.g., creating a student web portal, improving instructional technology for classroom use)
+ Increased funding for programs to supporr international service-learningopportunities, first-year student experience, and intercollegiate athletics
A portion of the 2005 budget will go to support an upcoming fundraising campaign ro increase the L/niversiry endowment (used ro
support student financial aid and faculty positions) and improve campus facilities.
We recognize that next years tuitionincrease representsa significant commitment from you and your family. We are dedicated to
ensuring that the education you receive at Seattle University is worthy of your investment.
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The following chart shows the sources of funding for each dollar of
your education's costs:

The following chart show how each dollar youpay is spent:
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Softball season in full swing this weekend

behind Carrier. Green brings speed and
went 1-0 with a 1.66 ERA.
Two all-league selection out- compusure to the lineup and coming from
fielders are also returning to the Seattle Prep, Berry helped the Panthers to a
team. Junior Liz Meyer made the Metro League title.
TheRedhawks will openup the season this
All-GNAC second team as the

Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
It's that time ofyear again when the smell
ofa newlyoiled gloves, the taste ofsunflower
seeds and the soundof the "ping" of thebat
invade Logan Field. The time of year that
coaches, players and fans of the Seattle University softball team looked forward to each
season.

This season should be a strong one with
of last years team returning. The
Redhawks onlylost twoposition starters from
last year and are tied for conference highs
withnine returning starters and six returning
all-stars. Six of whom are seniors.
TheRedhawks had a strong fall campaign
and if they keep improving, have a good
chance at the conference title.
This year's teamis starting out somewhat
fresh this year withfirstyear coachDan.Powers leading the team. Powers takes over as
third head coach in this programs history.
"It has been a challengefor them adapting
to a new system," said Powers. "I hope to
help them inraising the bar to anew level so
they can acheive their goals."
One of the top returning players is third
baseman, senior Sarah Carrier, whose
strength has helpedher in claiming two first
team all-leagueselections and two-thirds of
the GNAC triple crown two years agowith a
.405 batting averageand 41RBl's.Last year,
Carrier hit a team-high .308 and is batting a
.346 over her career.
Senior Anna Doubek is another infield returner coveringfirst base. Doubek has been
a three-year starter for the Redhawks and is
also a solid hitter,possessing one ofthestrongest hats on the team. Senior Ericka Briggs
and senior Carrie Ward share the responsibilityof secondbase, while the other usually
bats in the designated hitter position. Ward
hit .247 and led the team with eight doubles
and Briggs hit a .197. At times Briggs also
most

Redhawks top leftfielder and was
number one in the batting order
witha .299 battingaverage. Sophomore Marjalena Santos is the
centerfielder for SU and hit a .305
lastyear with 16 RBl'sand earned
second team all-league honors.
Junior Stephanie Stone is also areturning outfielder from last year
and wasone ofSU's fastest players.
Seven new players will join the
team this year,making competition
for startingpositions tough.FreshmanKatie Ledbetter will be filling
the shortstop position this season.
Ledbetter came to SU from
Kamiakin High School where she
held the school record for hits and
RBl's. Freshmen KellyHalverson,
d
Amanda Nilles and KelliMarek are
hitting
on
works
Briggs
Senior Ericka
all new infielders for SU. Marek
played first base for Liberty High
off a tee at a recent practice. The
all conRedhawks will head to Richland this School, Nilles is atwo-time
Spokane's
player
from
ference
weekend for the Central Washington North
Central High School and
Spring Invitational.
Halverson was a second baseman
Kennedy
Prep.
shortstop.
helped in filling in at first baseand
Nilles will also help behind the plate as
TheRedhawks are also returning their top
two pitchers senior Jennifer Hewitt and catcher alongside junior,first team all-league
player, Krystal Duncan.
sophomore Erin Kemper.
Kemper
and
will
There arealso three talentedoutfield pros"Our pitchers, Hewitt
pects
joining the team this year. Junior transpunch,"
saidPowers.
give teams a one-two
Hesselgesser-Wright willbe playvictories,
a
Jaime
team
with
five
fer
Hewitt led the
leftfielder,
ing
team
and freshmen Lauren Berry
all-league
second
1.95ERA and earned

■r

weekend inRichland for the Central Washington Spring Invitational.
"It will be difficult," said Powers of this
weekend's games. "We will be facing the
number one team in the country, North Dakota State and also Humboldt State whichis
14th. My hope is that we come out 4-3 or
better."

SU will also face Western Washington,
WesternOregon andSaintMartins in the tournament. The first home game and GNAC
game for the Redhawks will be onMarch 11
at 1 p.m. against Saint Martin's and will be a
doubleheader.
They will then face other GNAC teams like
Central Washinton and Western by the end
ofMarch.In April the team willhead toCalifornia for the Easton Tournament of Champions. Here they will face a number ofDiv.
IIopponents,mostly from Califonia and Hawaii.
The team will end the season with nine
more GNAC doubleheaders and also games
against Simon Fraser and Southern Oregon
University. They will also face Humboldt
Statein a doubleheader.
"This season Ihope to compete well and
place in the top three in the GNAC and
qualify forSU's firstNCAAberth," saidPowers. "But this will take goodpitching, timely
hittingand a strong defense."
With one of the most talented and deep
teams so far in SU's softball history, this
year's six seniors will help lead the team to
success. The women are looking aboveand

hoping to come tohonors. Kemper was an honorable mention andLexieGreen wilalsobeplayingoutfield beyond the past and are
right
gether
was
to
move
in
the
direction.
Wright
Hesselgessera
twopositions.
all-league selection, and had a 2.33 ERA
into the fire by
throwing
girls
for
Lower
are
the
All-NWAACC
selection
"We
Petey
time
completing ten ofher 19 starts. Senior
teams,"
said Powers.
playing
batted
.360
these
difficult
where
she
Community
College,
Sonnett is also another pitcher for SU. She
must
the best."
you
play
"But
to
battingcleanup
be
be
the
best
She
willalso
appeared in just six games last season and forhercareer.
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Swim team sends 10 to nationals
Erica Terence

the 400-yard medley relay, the 400-yard freestyle relay and

Editor-in-chief

the 800-yard freestylerelay.
SU's male swimmers didn't qualify for their relays immediately, missing the 200 butterfly cut by 0.1 seconds, and
had to.wait until thelast relay on the last day in the finals at
PCSC.
"It was suspenseful and physically and psychologically
draining, but exciting to qualify in that way," commented
sophomore accountingmajor Jesse Shelton.
Freshman pre-major Erin Matthew described her experience swimming at the PCSC as both frustrating and "awesome."
Matthews was not left behind, butfinished onanawesome
note. She went on to qualify in the 200 breast with a 2:23.80
time.
Mathews teammateLinday Gall, a freshmanmedical technology major, had a different experienceof PCSC, qualifying early in the conference. Gall swam a 24.20 in the 50-yard freestyle,but was overjoyed that she wouldn't be going
to nationals alone.
"It was incredible. It was a moment when everyone became emotional. Thewhole team wasbehind theblocks supporting everyone who swam," said senior swimmer Rui
Ewald.
The Redhawks were overflowing with spirit, so much so
that other teams were staying after their own events to support the SU cause and cheer on the team's swimmers, who
came close to thecutoffs, sometimesbeatingthemand sometimes just missing them, again and again.
"What these athletes have accomplished, especially given
the institution support, is to continue to find ways to be exceptional where you might not expect it," commented
Mallery, who attributes the drastic jump in qualifiers on the
team he coaches to performance based training, rather than
endurance training.
It was a "leap of faith" that led this team to break 22 team
records at the conference championship last week and that
will now send 10 swimmers onto new heights.

Seattle University swim teamreached a competitivemileweek at the Pacific Collegiate Swim Conference
(PCSC), with 10 swimmers qualifying to swim at the NCAA
Division IInational meet.
The Redhawks will send five women and five men who
swim fast enough to competenationally, to Buffalo, N.Y. on
stone last

Monday.
Tim Collins,Rui Ewald, Ryan Denzer,Cori Bemis, Jesse
Shelton, Elise Fischbach, Rachel DiPasquale, Marion
Gallagher,Lindsey Gall and Erin Mathew all qualified for

nationals.
"That's nine more than we sent last year," said SU swim
coach Craig Mallery with pride.
Last year the onlyswimmerto swim a qualifying time was
Scan Seaver, whose swim record at the national meet lead
him to a spot on the All American team.
This year, 10 SU swimmers and approximately 250 swimmers from other universities willbe striving to reach the top
16 places, which earns Consideration for All American, as
well as the top eight whoautomatically qualify as All Americans.

"I think we willrise to the challenge, though it can be intimidatingbecause thebest swimmers we'll race allyear are
there," explainedjuniormarketing major Marion Gallagher,
who swama 2:22.33 in the200breaststroke, beating the qualifying time in the eventby 1 .26 seconds andrankingseventh.
Gallagher and three of her teammates will also competein
the 200-yard medley relay with the eighth ranking time in
the nation, while the men will compete in the 400-yard
freestyle relay with a qualifying 3:04.61 time, the seventh
fastest time in Division IIfor the event.
The men will also compete in the 200-yard medleyrelay
and the 200-yard free relay, the 400-yard medley relay, and
the 800-yard free relay.
The women will compete in the 200-yard freestylerelay,

Golfer's whining falls on deaf ears
Austin Burton
Opinion Editor
Admittedly, my standards are low when it comes to etiquette and sports. Not that I'm advocating chaoson the field,
as the actual rules of sports are fine, but those vague, "unwritten" rules of etiquette can get ridiculous.

Some are worthwhile. In basketball, don't elbow a guy in
the face when a simple foul will do. In football, you don't

have to destroy a ballcarrier who is in the process ofgoing
out of bounds.And in baseball, sliding unnecessarily just to
take out a fielder trying toturn a double play iskindof faulty.
But otherrules of sportsetiquette border oninsanity. Take
the rules of "golf etiquette," for example.
After losinginlast Sunday's finals ofthe MatchPlayChampionship, pro golfer Davis Love 111 bemoaned the death of
golf etiquette. His comments were sparked by a heckler,
whom Love believed cost him a chance at winning.
When the heckling started,Love was beatingTiger Woods
halfway through the 36-hole final. A Woods fan let out a
"Whoop!" when Love missed a putt that would have increased
his lead. When the fan then started yelling "No Love!" as
Love went up to the next tee, Love sought out the heckler
and saidhe wouldn'tcontinueuntilhe was found. Love didn't
win a hole after that, however, saying he was unnerved.
"Ithink it's our wholesociety,"Love said in an Associated
Press article."[Somepeople] don't respect what other people
do, don't respect your elders, don't respect other people's
space, don'trespect traditions or etiquette or customs. You
see it in every sport, you see it walkingdown the street, not
holdingthe door open for a lady when you're supposed to."
Whoa there, Hoss. Slammingsociety as a whole is a bit
over-the-top, don't you think?
"I don't come into your office and screw you up," Love
said. "Don't come into my office and screw me up."
If that is the case, then, why aren't other athletes so picky
about on-field distractions?
But, you see, thereis one crucial difference between golfers and other athletes: Golf is not a sport. Golfers are not
athletes. Golf is a game,just like poker, chess, bowlingand
pool. Any "sport" in whichan 80-year-old cannot onlycompete, but also excel in,isn't exactly a bastion ofathleticism
(that's no knock on 80-year-olds, it's just realistic).
But for the sakeof this argument, let's say golf is a sport.
Loveisn't the only golfer whoneeds his silence. Tiger Woods
is perhaps a bigger crybaby than Love when it comes to dis-

tractions on the course. Have you ever seen Tiger'sreaction
when someone takes apicture of him during his swing or if
someone's cell phones goes off? You'd think someonehad
tried to hit him with their car.
Ifhitting a golf ball is so hard whenonepersonis talking,
how do other athletes deal with similar,ahem, adversity?
When Mariners stars Ichiro or Bret Boone swing the bat,
they have upwards of 20,000 people talking, cheering and
clapping while camera flash bulbs are going off all around
them. They're also trying to hit a ball comingat them from
60 feet away at 90 miles per hour. Yet Boone can stay focused enoughin his swing tohit his 30-somethinghomeruns
per year, and Ichiro can ignore the crowd enough to pretty
much hit the ball wherever he wants.
When he goes back to pass, Seahawks quarterback Matt
Hasselbeck is being rushed by defenders who weigh somewhere between 220-350 pounds and run 40 yards in under
fiveseconds. Whenhe actually throwsthe ball,he can squeeze
it in between two or three defenders to hit a moving target.
He also does this with thousands of people cheering, cameraspopping and coaches and players yelling at him. He does
that well enough to complete 60 percent ofhis passes (which
would be higher if Seahawks' receivers didn't have more
butterfingers than Bart Simpson).
And when Supersonics guard Ray Allen shoots, he usually has a defender's hand near his face, in addition to the
crowd andcameras. When Allen steps to the free throw line,
people are waving allkinds of objects to distracthim.Yet he
makes 90percent ofhis free throws, fourth-best in the NBA.
Given all of that, I'm supposed to believe a golfer needs
silence and stillness to be any good? Even though they're
hitting a stationaryball and no one is coming at them?
Even when you take golf out of the "sports" lexicon and
put in the "game" category, it's still a silly concept to comprehend. Anyone who's gone bowling or playedpool probably did so with loud music playing and at a place full of
people talking.
After the match,Love called the heckler "Just another one
of those fans thatdoesn't respect the game. He didn't deserve to watch golf."
Sure, that doesn't sound elitist.
I'm not saying golf is easy. I've played the game before,
andI
know better.The game does take a lotof skill, but so do
—
—
other sports and games in whichnoise is rampant and constant. And if those athletes can still perform at high levels
despite talkers and picture-takers, why can't golfers?

...

REDHAWKS
SPORTS &

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Mar. 4th
Women's basketball vs. NW Nazarene (away)
Jazzercise 7:15- 8:15 a.m.@ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Lindy Hop 17:30-8:30 p.m. @Pigott Auditorium
Irish Dance 7:15-8:1 5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Friday. Mar. sth5th
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Men's basketball vs.NW Nazarene @ 2 p.m. (home)

Women's basketball vs. Saint Martins (away)

Monday. Mar. Bth8 th
Swimming at Nationals in Buffalo, NY
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
KyokushinKarate 5:30-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. Mar. 9th
Swimming at Nationals in Buffalo, NY

Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Pilates 2 5-5:50 p.m. @ StudentPavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Tap Dance 6:30-7:20 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium
Capoeira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Mar. 10th
Swimming at Nationals in Buffalo, NY
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly SpinningRoom
Kyokushin Karate 7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tai Chi 12-12:55 p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse
Learn to Swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ Connolly west pool
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Anyone can meet at Crossroads Cafe
"Crossroads is a new tradition for the time zones, decorations left from the
—
International Dinner and ofcourse
Student Center," added Roger Sun,
chairs.
sophomore business major. "Before,
—
— now,wewe cushy "It
is really comfortable here it's a
place
making
had
no
for
coffee
on
you
go
Where
can
Question:
have a huge kitchen, giving us an opportu- greatplace to talk to people from all over."
campus to find a wide-screenTV (with
Chastity Wills, freshman pre-med and
nity to serve people. It is a coffee house
two satellite dishes),cushy chairs, charmmajor, said. "I was totally blown
and
just
psychology
where
wecan
do
homework
chill
ing international students, and Bubble Tea?
met this guy from Pakistan. I
away whenI
through
out.
letting
people
We
are
know
Answer: The Crossroads Cafe.
— such as our taught him about Hawaii
and he taught me
and
word
ofmouth
activities
Cafe,
or "the 'coffee
TheCrossroads
appreciate
learning about
about Pakistan. I
DocumentaryNight."
house' in the back of the International
is
a
great
place to do
began
their
The Crossroads Cafe
other cultures and this
Student Center ," is set-up like the
Nights
Documentary
last
collegiums,but you don'tneed to be in any series of weekly
Culture shock is another common
specific group to join. You don't even need Monday, with the film: Fast, Cheap& Out
conversation, especially at the
film,
of
topic
documentary
donated
of Control. A
to sign-up, just pop inanytime they're
beginning
four
of the school year. De Vaugelas
by
Gregorie,
chronicling
obsessed
open, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., sometimes later.
an instance when a Nigerian
trainer,
a
mentioned
topiary
Students come to this cozy portion of eccentrics: an animal
on
came
concerned about receiving
designer
a
robot
and
an
student
expert
designer,
the Student Center Pavilion to relax,
up"
sort
film
"thumbs
gesture; inhis country a
quirky
the
rat.
This
of
the
naked mole
study, or talk; frequently discussing
"thumbs-up" is like
is what the ISC
everyday issues like sports, politics,
flipping someone
They
enjoy
shows.
culture and life in a relatively uninhibited
off.
International
popcorn
and
talk
the 'interYou
environment.
students
learn to
during
films,
the
The idea of the Crossroads Cafe
student
card'
and
understand
comparing
began last year at the old ISC,in the "little
come
to terms with
thoughts,
different
green house" overby Campion. The
here most us here are various American
beliefs and
"coffee house" began as informal weekly
cultural issues, like
students.
approaches to life.
get-togethers, on Tuesday nights, where
just walkingby and
inviting
They are
international students came to play games
-AlisiaKutsel
asking, "How are
various professors
and talk. At the new location, in the
you?" without
to facilitate
Pavilion, the idea blossomed into oneof
reply.
for
a
waiting
conversation.
the best little coffee houses on campus.
"Some things go one way in their
"We thought this wouldbe somehome,"
is
said
away
"It a home
from
and they come in wondering,how
Raquel
educational,"
fun
and
said
country
thing
Paul DeVaugelas, Crossroads Cafe staffand
to
or
not
to do certain things in America."
junior
and
Lopez,
ISC staffmember
freshmanSpanishmajor (alsolooking for a
added.
Vaugelas
De
major.
"Documentainternational studies
second major). "Anyonecancome; Ilivein
—
on culture shock is fun
learn
these
are
Conversation
way
are
a
to
great
Bellarmine andIam happy to stay later.Ijust sit ries
coming together of
here,
banter
in
this
grade
on
your
typical
not
sixth
films
and watch myMexican SoapOperas."
—
cultures people frequently step-up to
De Vaugelas encourages everyone on observing cells. Documentary directors
can be edgy and informative. 1 think it's an the map on the wall for reference, to point
campus to pop in for one ofhis amazing
—
things out and to settle arguments. De
CafeMochas. He offers an open invitation important activity getting together to
Vaugelas,who is from Nice, France,
for campusclubs and groups to congregate discuss issues withother people."
talking to other students who have
enjoys
Monday
eveningdocumentary
These
here. The facility also has an inviting
—
—
to
visitedhis country and the "touristy
nights are casual forums for students
kitchen with a microwave
and
films,
things" they're done.
documentary
and
meet, to watch
visitors caneven use one of the available
Political talk is big too, with a flavor
organizLopez
and other ISC
then debrief.
computers or the refrigerator.
politics. Talk does get
have
ofinternational
guest
professors
with
"One of the exciting things about the ers hope to
heated,
is
a
spectrum of beliefs, but
documentary
to
there
expertise
in the field of the
that weare creating this all together
Theyunderis
respectful.
—cafeis
discussion
help
the
facilitate discussion.
to be student-run and student generated."
students
say it's not
Overall,
projects
stand
each
other.
The
the
Crossroads
Cafe
A tradition we want to keep." John
mad; it's just "intense
atmosphere.
getting
relaxedand
There
about
inviting
a
Gregorie, ISC activities coordinator and
conversation."
graduate student assistant of the School of are big windows withsouthern exposure,
"Now game nights are spontaneous,"
sills,
a
plants
with
on
the
green
luscious
Education, said.
Kutsel,ISC student staff and
world,
said
Alisia
large
wall-map
of
the
Jesuit"Crossroads cannot beremoved from
activity coordinator and senior internathe ISC; it is apicture of who we are," said approved art, two computers, a line of
tional studies major. "If people want to
wall-clocks showing the time in various
Sandra Bui,ISC Advisor.

Megan Lee
Staff Writer

can't play
national

—

of

international

I

__■—-—

■■■

come in and watch an event or play games
they can. We are very flexible."

The wide-screen TV, with the two
satellite dishes (one international and one
"normal"cable) is a big thing, and occasionally an issue especially when there is a big
soccer match. Students enjoymigrating to
the cafe for the big gameand emotions run
high. Right now the Brazilians seem to be
king, defending World Cup Champions, but
there are not too many of them and representing is hard work.
De Vaugelas recalled a recent
situation when a Tunisian student was over
an hour late to work staying to watch
penalty kicks in an African League soccer
game. He stayed and watched Tunisia win,
and then when a Nigerian student walked
in later everyone was laughing and
taunting him (in a friendly manner of
course).
"We do have drama in here

...

nothing major, but political correctness
is left at the door," Kutsel said. "You
can't play the 'international student card'
—
here most of us here are international
students."
Serious questions, on issues such
as the 1-20 (immigration papers for
students) also frequently pop-up. The
staff jokes that all international students
have to come by at some point to sort out
their paperwork.
Students also meet for tutoring
sessions in this conducive environment. De
Vaugelas jokes thathe likes to inject
French languagelessons with what he calls
his own blend of"bad French."
Another excitingupcoming event
at
over the ISC will be the three-day
leadership retreat during the first weekend
ofspring break. Gregorie is planning the
event: a number ofactivities to see how
students act as leaders and followers. He
feels this willbe beneficial to students who
volunteer and it will create more of a
family within theISC.The retreat will end
with a Service Project designed to earn
—
money for next year's retreat participants
will also be given the chance to facilitate
next year's retreat.
"The idea is to have an ongoing
leadership training program," said
Gregorie.
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From priesthood to community involvement
Meyling Sin-Miranda
Features Co-Editor
Sundays in the Philippines werefun: days of joy,
wrapped in prayers, singingandcandles as 29-year-old
Gilland De Castro recalls. As a child, he would attend
Mass and afterward go to the beach or perhaps the park
with his younger siblings and hismother.
In a gesture reminiscent ofhis childhood,DeCastro
ceremoniously lights up a candle placed at the center of a
table, in the middle of a small Seattle University Campus
Ministry room.
While the candle burns and its scent fills the room,
De Castro, wearing a modest pair ofblack jeans and a
fleece jacket, gets comfortable in a sofa and recalls his
early years preparing for priesthood.
A quiet man, De Castro remembersplaying until
bedtime in the streets ofManila withhis neighbors and
siblings, while the sunlight faded and the full moon

replacedit with its white veil.
"People didn't worry wheretheir kids were. It was
that kindof neighborhood," he explained.
After numerous games of throwing slippers at an
empty can, De Castro would climb up ahill not far from
where he lived and lose sense of time while tossing
pebbles. He recalls those moments of solitude with a smile
and expresses that from an early age he wanted to be a
priest.
Born in a Catholic middleclass Filipino family,his
parents divorced when he was two years old. De Castro
used to take care of things at home, often taking responsibilities "beyondbabysitting."
Pursuing what he thought was his vocation, he
decidedto study at the Immaculate Conception Minor
Seminary and San Jose Major Seminary in Bulacan, a
province just outside Manila. At age 16, he continued
toward priesthood and attended Ateneo De Manila
University, wherehe completed his undergraduatedegree
inPre-Divinity.
Now a college graduate, an opportunity to come to
Seattle to live withhis father's family emerged, De Castro
left the seminary.He pauses andconfesses he needed time
to reflect without the pressure of family and friends before

committing himself to God.

Gilland De Castro.
But the transition wasn'teasy. In contrast to his native
country, where community pervaded overall aspects oflife,
he discovered that in the United States,althoughneighbors
wavedand smiled, they valued their privacy.
De Castro began to feel lost.Although he was
enrolledat North SeattleCommunity College and was
pursuing his other passion,ComputerEngineering,he
abandoned the degreeafter a year.
"Ihit a dead end,"he says, "but Ithink that in your

early 20s, you try to find your way around the world."
Clearing his throat, De Castro then narrates what
brought him to Seattle University.At the time, he explains, the Chapel ofSt. Ignatius wasbeing built and the
head priest was looking for some volunteers to help with
worship services. De Castro volunteeredfor a few months
while working in several offices on campus, but soona
volunteer position was turned into a job. He became the
University Chapel Coordinator, managing reservations
and getting involved in the community by helping
CampusMinistry groups.
Now in his sixth year on the job, De Castro has been
able to do what he has donebest since childhood: fix
things. Using skills he learned as a child in Manila, De
Castro says he still enjoys developinghis creativity by
buildingthings "out of what people throw away."
At the chapel with the samepassion of a conductor
directing his symphony, DeCastro arrangesplants and
flowers to create an environment reflecting the essence of
each season of the liturgical year.
De Castro admits that his position also requires a bit
of diplomatic sensibility because "space on campus is
political." Since the campus is very small, people become
demanding and often pose difficult requests. De Castro
repliespatiently to every one of them and ifhe has to deny
the Chapel to them, he always offers alternatives. As some
friends commented, he thinks withhisheart and his
feelings often dictate his actions.
"Ihave had to disappoint people,"he says, "but I
hope Ihelped them to understand that the chapel has to do
with the community as a whole, with Seattle University's
communityspiritual needs."
As his laughs flickers with the candle, De Castro
explains he speaks "muy poquito"Spanish and recounts his
trip to Guatemala in the summer of2000 with Habitat for
Humanity.During this trip, many childhoodmemories came
back to him as he saw children playing outside until dark.
His jobhas given him the opportunity to work with
committed people andhe seems to have gained what he
came looking for nineyears ago.
"I consider the Philippines my childhood home, but
the United States myadult home," he says. Seattle
University has become his home, where he says his
"spirituality resonates with the Jesuits' Ignation tradition."

Foreign professors cultivate Seattle campus
student visas, residency and finally
acquiring citizenship. She arrived in the
U.S. in 1986 and went to graduate school
at Purdue.After moving to Seattle in order
cultural
and
institution's
for her husband to pursue the biotechnolare
diversity
ethnic
main
ogy industry, a job at Seattle University
sellingpoints for many
just
seemed to fit. She is now reachinga
universities and colleges. As students look
to expand their minds and their worldview, halfway point, having livedabout equal
timein bothIndia and the United States.
Seattle University is no different.
She admited that, while raising two
During their college search, many
daughters,
shehas seen a further contrast
students were probably attracted to the
being
between
naturalizedinto theUS as a
diverse ethnicities represented in the
and
bominto that atmominority,
being
student body. Yet the diverse atmosphere at
sphere.
Seattle University goesbeyond the student
The languagebarrier is also a
body, considering the large number of
problem,
of course. Most of the foreign
professors and faculty that come from
here at SU havehad a few years
professors
abroad.
to adapt to speaking and teaching in
Althoughthe school cannot gather
many statistics on foreign-born staff due to English, but initiallyit could poseprobgovernmentanti-discrimination regulation, lems. Althoughprejudices may be a
problem for some, at Seattle University it
there are currently four faculty who are
is very minimal, if not non-existent.
non-resident aliens, which is about 0.75
"I haven'thad such a big, big, big
percent of the total faculty. About 20 are
recognized as resident aliens, but there are problem with discrimination,"saidNaomi
Kasumi from Japan,a design and graphic
many more who are naturalized U.S.
Citizens or are currently going through the designprofessor in the Fine Artsdepartment.
"It's easy to get very lonely in the
process. Countries represented include
beginning,coming
from abroad," said
Kenya,Brazil,Germany, France, India,
Datar,
a
ofeconomicsand
Vinay
professor
Philippines,China, Japan, Eastern Eurofinance
at
the
Albers
School
of Business,
pean andSouth Americancountries,
is,
from
India.
part
good
"The
it forces you
amongmany others.
develop
friendships."
to
becoming
The process of
a U.S.
Seattle University campus
Citizen is itself a challenge. It is an
benefits
from foreignprofes
and
takesyears
bureaucracy
extensive
to
sors immensely. While having
complete.
a diverse student body is good, a diverse
Nalini Iyer,a professor from India
faculty is perhaps evenmoreinvaluable. A
teachingpost-colonial studies in the
college educationis meant toopen students'
English department,experiencedthe
minds, but onecan only go so far witha
procedure of going through green cards,

Chris Iberle

Staff Writer

An

The

perfectly homogenized American faculty.
"Ihave a background in a different
education system, and bring a different
diversity," observed Iyer."Some pieces of
[American] history Ihaven't lived, which

goodbye inabout 20 different languages."
As much as they add to the intellectualand cultural diversity on campus,
many foreign professors also feel they've
benefited just as much as they've put in, if
is different for peoplemy age that have
not more.Many see a kindof support and
community between teachers, students,
grownup here."
and faculty that isn't found at many other
Depending on the curriculum or
department, not having experiencedevents institutions. Ingeneral, students and staff
from an American point of view can have a can agree that having professors from
mind-expanding effect onboth students
other countries and backgrounds is
and professors.
beneficial to all universities. Sometimes,
"You develop a broader perspective
the benefits can't evenbe sufficiently
and an open mind after seeing different
described.
"Professors from abroad add a
cultures and waysof doing things,"
observed Datar. "Ihope Ibring positive
different outlookand a global context to
the thought process," said Datar. "It's a
energy andcultural diversity;certainly in
looks, but more importantly on outlook."
very experiential thing,impossible to
from other countries intellectualize." The current increase in
communicationand international relations
can also provide additional
advantages to a college
makes a globalperspective evenmore
campus. Opportunities for students and
important.
even faculty to study or work abroad open
"It's very important for every student
to
be
andhave the global
globalized
up.
growth
perspective,"
The
of the Global African
said Kasumi.
goal ofhaving
Studies and Asian Studies programs (both
headed, created and expanded by foreign
international influences on
professors) have benefited and increased
campuses is having a
dialoguebetween America and the world,
Seattle University's educational vitality
as they affect each other and interact.
while expanding intellectual diversity.
"Seattle University has a very
Almost every department has some sort of
unusual languagedepartment. We try to
foreign interaction,be it foreign languages,
political science, business, science, law,
teach languageandalso culture," said
mathematics, or nursing. In today'sjob
Cordula Brown, a German professor. "We
market, having experience withother
think that language at SU provides an
cultures,
internationaleducation."
and especially other languages,is
becoming a large advantage.
Brown also observed that the

Professors

Another

secretary of the Modern Languages

department can probably "sayhello and

"We help bring America to the world

and bring the world to America," said Iyer.
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Catherine ODea

Staff Writer
The controversial film The Passion
the
of Christ opened in theatres last
Wednesday and the general response was
very black and white. Youeither liked it
or you hated it.
Before the film even opened the
subject of anti-Semitism being strung
throughout the film was the main topic of
conversation, followed closelyby how

inspiring it wouldbe to any audience. I
found that neither one ofthese speculations was true.
On anti-Semitism: The film does not
outright promote the negative reflection
that Jews are horrible savage murderous
people any more so than previous films on
this subject matter.
Both the Jewishmob and Romans
are seen in a not so flattering light but that
comes with the territory when tellingthis
particular history.
On excessive use of violence: For
twohours almost every scene is filled with
the excruciating torture of a manbeing
flogged, whipped,dragged across gravel,
tied to a post and savagely beaten. There
wasso much blood beingspilled that it got
to the point where the violence simply
became tedious, leaving me anesthetized
rather than inspired. Ijust didn't see the
point in watching a man whosecharacter
wasn'tfully developedbeingbrutally
tortured and crucified. Clearly this is a
film for someone who's had a lot of
religious education and knows the story of
Jesus Christ very well. 1 suppose if you
are a Christian and familiar with the story
aheady, the fact that this manis bearingso
much pain and eventually dies for our sins
you might feel overwhelmed with compassion, humbled and inspired.
"I thought it was very powerful and

personal because as a Christian it exemplified whatour faith isbased on. It strength
ened my faith and created a visual reality
of what Ialwaysspiritually believed. 1
didn't think it was too violentbecausein
the Bibleit was said that he was beaten
beyondrecognition," said senior Abby
Marten, Spanish major.
However, not everyone felt the same
way afterseeing the film.
"It didn't inspire me. Ithink that
Gibson directed it towards people who
already believe in the idea andcharacter o
—
Christ since there was very little background included, the movie did nothing to
inspire a new belief in me. In other words
it was morepolitical thanreligious. Iwas
also surprised at his portrayal of the Jewish
people; after hearing the disputes about
whether or not the movie is anti-Semitic, I
expecteda more balanced portrayal of the
Romans and the priests. As it stands,
however, the film clearly puts the blame
on the Jews" said senior Jordan Gevers,
English major.
Keepingin mind that this is a story
about the last 12 hours of Jesus' life and
not necessarily abouthis teachings,makes
the film a little more bearable.
But Istill feel strongly that the
violence was unnecessary and serves no
real purpose incapturing the reality of
Christ's life. The film does try to capture
bits and pieces of the manbehind the
beatings with flashbacks of the Last
Supper and his sermons preaching love thy
brother, love thy enemy but it does so
unsuccessfully.
Perhaps it would havebeen better
received ifthere wereno flashbacks and as
a replacement told the story in a more
linear fashion, beginning with Christ's
beliefs and teachings and then ending with
the torture and crucifixion. Instead it
comes across as a sad attempt to give some
depth to a
character you
have no
feelings for.
On
James Cavieze
as Jesus Christ:

looked the
part, encom-

Antonello

Mcl Gibson gives James Caviezel some direction

passing allof
the physical
characteristics
we've seen
thus far in
books, art, anc

other films.

CD Picks
Brian Connolly

Staff Writer

-

TheUnicorns Who Will
Cut Our Hair When We're
Gone?
"Unicorns are people too."
That's what The Unicorns want you
to know

with their sophomore

album. An offering with a theme so

Courtesy of Philippe Antonello

Mary (Maia Morgenstern) and
Mary Magdalene (Monica
Bellucci) console one another
But, as Imentioned before,his characteris

completely underdevelopedand the
flashbacks did him no justice. Heis
merely a victim of inexorable beatings
throughout the entiretyof the filmuntil he
ultimately dies.
On other performances: Once again I
feel that the characters lacked depth.
Monica Bellucci who playsMary
Magdalene is no doubt beautiful on screen,
but barely speaks a word. Now that I think
about it Ibelieve she just cried the whole
time.

This is unfortunate because she is a
very capable actor as seen in her previous
filmslikeMalena or evenin The Matrix

Reloaded. The one character thatdid show
a bit of depth was Pilate playedby Hristo
Naumov Shopov. He struggles with what
do to with Jesus after the Jewish mob
demands Pilate to sentence him to death.
On the use of the Aramaic and Latin
languages: Mcl Gibson made a good
choice when deciding to use these languages with English subtitles.
This was the only redeemable quality
of the entire film. It made it seem as ifthe
audience was experiencing a brief moment
in history first hand. Hadhe gone with the
English languageand used phony accents I
believe the film would have lost allof its
credibility.
Overall, thisis not a bad film. It just
wouldn't appeal to people who havelittle
or no religious beliefs.
geared toward a Christian audience
and maybe a ghoulishperson who gets a
kick out of violent films.

comical and tongue in cheek that
you'd think the music would
—
suffer but it doesn't.
This opus ofCanadian indie
rock proves that with an interesting
concept, some catchy guitar hooks,
and a pipeorgan, you can create
some of the best rock in the business... all while convincing the
crowd that unicorns are "more than
horses."
If you're a fan of Jack White's
lilting falsettos mixed with a driving
catchy guitar and chorus then this
album is for you.
Give a listen to:

"Sea Ghost"
"I Was Born (A Unicorn)"

-

Phantom Planet Self Titled
After FOX emblazoned
"California" all overTV's The 0.C.,
everyone wanted to know "Who is
PhantomPlanet?" Now that their
third album is out, you may ask
yourself"I know Phantom Planet,
but who is this?"

Rushmore alum Jason
Schwarzmann is no longer in the
band and it shows in their third full
length album, Phantom Planet. The
catchy piano hooks are gone and in
their place areraunchy garagerock
riffs straight from the garage.
If you likedPhantom Planet
for songs like "California" and
"Anthem" then youprobably won't
enjoy this new venture with tracks
like "Jabberjaw" and "Big Brat".
However if you're looking for a
young, albeit still poppy band trying
to sound like The Stooges on a sugar
high, then give it a spin.
Give a listen to:
"Just A Scratch"
"Badd Business"
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Colorful shadows come to life in Adventures of Sinbad
encountersone-eyedogres, a
giant bird, sea monsters and
serpents guarding a valley of

Princess Maymoona, the tiger tamer, and Sinbad
Kyle Ford
The Northwest Puppet
Managing Editor
Center presents The Adventures
Take a trip across the sea to
Baghdad and tag along with
Sinbad along the Arabian trade
routes to China without leaving
Seattle.

ofSinbad performedby the
Oregon Shadow Theatre.

Sinbad's adventures, based

on tales encountered in The

Arabian Nights, take the sailor to
far away kingdoms wherehe

diamonds.
with colorful puppets
- whoFilled
would have thought
shadows would be colorful?
great music, voices and sound
effects the show was closer to
watchinga wide screen television
thana puppet show. While
maintaining historical accuracy
the play also featured a couple
contemporaryjokes,including
references to baseball. Even
though they were shadow
puppets, the performance was
engaging enoughto make you
jump a couple times.
One of the most remarkable
things about the show is that it is
performed by just twopeople, the
team ofMick Doherty, music,

and Deb Chase, puppeteer. The
voices andcharacter performance
by Chase augmented by the
music andeffects ofDoherty
make the show seamless.
Chase created more than
100 puppets, the scenery and the
screen all illuminated by four
powerful lamps.The puppets
themselves were works of art,
thin paper cut-outs filled with
colorful plastic gels, even some
with jewels. Many of the puppets
were jointed,havingmoving
arms, legs and tails.
No slouch at creating things
either, Doherty, made the 100
stringed santoor, a Persian
version ofthe hammereddulcimer, and several of the whistles
tuned to traditional Arabic modes.
He also used the Darabuka, a type
of drum, to illustrate the rhythms

ofSinbad through music.
After the play, Chase and
Doherty showed some ofthe
puppets to attendees and demonstratedhow they worked.
"I'mpulling strings and
moving puppets, and I'm quite
busy," Chase remarked to the
children.
Although it's not a college
student outing, parents, their
children and art students would
really enjoy the show. Performances of The Adventures of
Sinbad are Fridays at 7:30 p.m.and
Saturdays and Sundays at 1:00 and
3:00 p.m.until Mar. 14.Admission
is $7.50 for children,$8 for senior
and $9.50 foradults. For more
information about the show and the
Northwest Puppet Center, visit
www.nwpuppet.org,or call (206)
523-2579.

Building Press' "drunken-boxing style" swings, misses
Amy Daybert
News Editor
The Building Press (TBP), a Seattle

band, is described as "a volatile,primal

record of drunken-boxing-style challenge
rock" by their record label, 5440 or Fight!
Confused and maybe even intrigued?
Iwas toountil Ilistened to A.P. Schroder,
Jeffery Woodke, and Eric Junge do what
they call their favorite job, and fail to do
anything but cause a headache.
After listeningto their secondalbum
entitled YoungMoney, which is scheduled
to bereleased onMar. 1 6, it was apparent
that these guys are interested in sparse
vocals, recyclingrhythmic patterns
throughout songs and chords that clash
more than the colors melon and pukegreen.
The first track, entitled "It's Probably Just You" starts with the gargled

verbal assault, "you're like the punch line
to a bad joke!" and continues,as Schroder
never moves beyond mumbling or screaming one-liners suchas "why don't you get
to the point?" If only he took his lyrics to
heart.
"Operator Manipulator" shows signs
improvement
of
until the 'lyrics' interfere
predictability of the
scale-like
with the
drum
parts.
and
bass
The third track, "If You Think I
Can't Get to You...You're Wrong"
showcased the group's ability to play the
same whinypattern without taking
attention away fromthe incomprehensible

lyrics.
"FarAbove the Trees" is introduced
by Woodke on the bass and borrows
familiar chords and rhythms from the
preceding track while someone screams in
the background. Junge gets his drum solo
in this pieceand is interrupted by Schroder

as he shrieks about wanting to fly 'far
abovethe trees.'
Theband makes a noteworthy
attempt to be serious in "Textures," which

gives the listener the chance to stare
blankly at a wall while being enchanted or
rather, completely bored out of their minds
by the lack ofmusical creativity.
My search for somethingpositive to
say about this album was closest to being
complete when the song ironically titled,
"Disappointment" wasintroduced.
Althoughpurely instrumental, the piece
reaches a climax and ends before the
listener becomes comatose.
Ifaintly remember getting through
the last track. Entitled, "Bragging Rights"
it features the greatest use ofinstrumental
cohesiveness available on the album.

Schroder makes a final attempt at singing
but comes short of obtaining any ofhis
own bragging rights as he sings or speaks

the same lines over andover again and
screams something.
Ifthe nearing of finals week isn't
enough to make a person consider hitting
their head against a hard surface, this
album might be. Ithink my ears were close
to hemorrhaging after subjecting them to
thelikes of The Building Press.
However,despitemy feelingsabout
YoungMoney,the TBPfanbase isstill strong
enough tojustify aU.S. tour beginning onMar.
31 andlastinguntil mid-May.Thegroupis
scheduled to performatHell'sKitchenin
TacomaonMar. 5 and at Chop Suey inSeattle
onMar. 16. The Seattle showis the Young
Moneyrelease party andwill start at 8:30 p.m.
More information can be found at
www.thebuildingpress.com.
But ifyou want my recommendation,
youwon't missmuch bydecidingto skip over
YoungMoney.Take it fromme.Your ears don't
deservethe punishment.

Judd continues to follow movie success formula
Austin Burton
Opinion Editor

fumbling words?

Twisted, starring Ashley
Judd Samuel L. Jackson and
Andy Garcia, is both helped
and hurt by its attempts to
keep it real.
It would be an understatement to say that Jessica
?

Ilike it when movies
have an element of realism,
which explains why I loved
Friday...bat not why I also
loved Lord of the Rings.
That sci-fi exception
aside, though, I've always
been a fan of realistic stories:
The protagonist who isn't
necessarily a good person. The
antagonist who isn't always a
bad person.
That's how the real
world is, right? Not every
angle is neatly wrapped up in
the end, like in the movies.
As a matter of fact, I
wouldn't mind if directors left
in some botched lines every
now and then, because how
many of us really say everything smoothly and without

Sheppard (Judd), the film's
protagonist, has a few problems. A newly-promoted
homicide investigator for the
San Francisco Police Department, Sheppard has issues
with drinking (she puts herself
to sleep with wine every
night), her parents (both died
under mysterious circumstances), paranoia (she walks
around her apartment with a
gun like you'd walk around
with the remote control),
anger management (she's
forever on the verge of
kicking somebody) and
intimacy (she's a slut). In a

nutshell, homegirl is

off the
to
good
is
some
wall. Which
extent in that it makes her
more human, but at the same
time, she has so many problems that you can't relate to
her.
Maybe I'm too judgmental, but Ijust couldn't get over
how slutty she was in order to
root for her as the "good guy."
In addition to those
problems, Sheppard isn't in
the homicide beat for two
days before she and partner
Mike Delmarco (Garcia) get
their first case: a young White
male brutally beaten to death
and marked with a serial
killer-like signature.
The thing is, Sheppard
knows the guy. Then, one after
another, people around her
start dying in the same fashion. Now Sheppard becomes
the prime suspect in the case

she's trying to solve, and as
the bodies pile up, she looks
more and more guilty, and
goes more and more insane (or
"twisted," hence the title).
Jackson gives the best
performance, as police commissioner John Mills, showing
enough range to stay out of
full Samuel Jackson Yelling
Mode until the last 10 minutes
or so. Garcia did his usual
gruff-whisper style of speech,
but both he and Jackson made
the film watchable amidst yet
another "Ashley Judd has to
solve a crime she's closely
connected to" storyline
(Double Jeopardy, Kiss the
Girls, High Crimes).
Overall, Twistedis prettygood
datematerial. It's not so deepthat you
have todiscuss it for morethan 15
minutes, but it'sgoodenough to
waste a coupleofhours on if you've
got nothingimportant to do.
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tSAT

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this'tost, or- how to leach
it, than Ido. That's why ISLill
leach my own classes. That's
why youshould call me.
Nfv nine week course features
36 hours of class tinu; with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove It, Cul! now
fora free seminar:
524-4915

lack of apostrophes and quotation marks, due to technical
difficulties, in the Feb. 26, 2004 edition of The Spectator.
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WEHCW UPDATE
All questions,comments orconcerns canbe made atext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

Governer's Prayer Breakfast

check Mils out!
ksub now accepting
Applications for

2004-2005 positions
KSUB is accepting applications
for promotions, News, Music and
Website Directors. As well as a
Productions Manager. Applications for these positions are due
March 8.

For job descriptions and
applications please visit

the ksub websiteat

Scott Phillips, Michael Leigh, Gov. Gary Locke , Cisco Malpartida Smith,

www.seattleu.edu/ksub

Melissa Chin and Laura Norman at the Governor's Prayer Breakfast.

talk about how faith affects our respective campuses.

Carla Franco
At-LargeRep.
This year ASSU was invited to the 2004
Governor's Prayer Breakfast in Olympia, Washington. The night before the breakfast with
Gov. Gary Locke, we mingled with students
from other universities and colleges and had
dessert with representatives and senators from
Washington and other states. At dessert a few
senators and representatives spoke about their
legislative viewpoints on faith and values. Dr.
Robert Spitzer, currently the president of
Gonzaga University, followed with a few remarks and a early version of his speech for the
next day. In closing he told us to stay tuned
for the breakfast the next day, since he was the
scheduled keynote speaker. We also had small
group discussions with our fellow students to

The next day we got up bright and early to have
breakfast with the governor. At the breakfast,
Gov. Locke imparted his words of wisdom, and
Fr. Spitzer,enthusiastically sharedhis four word
prayer with us, "Thy will be done;" he gave a

special shout out to Seattle University, since he
was a professor here for a total often years. After
the breakfast there was a leadership forum with
Lt. Gov. Brad Owen where remarks andquestions
were exchanged. Not only were we treated to
breakfast with the governor; we were also given
the opportunity to have lunch with a few senators and representatives at the capitol.
Unfortunately, 1 am not in the picture with the
governer because I went to the bathroom as he was
coming out. Oh well, it was a good experience despite the fact that Idid not get tomeet him.

Tolearn more about Washington government check-out this
non-partisan public website.

www.washingtonvotes.org.

United Filipino Club presents...

Barrio Fiesta
March 6
in Campion Ballroom.
Doors open at 5 p.m.

$13 for students w/SU ID
$15 for general admission
Purchase your tickets at Cherry St.,
Bellarmine lobby, Campion lobby
or Pigott atrium.

Come to the after party in the
Leßoux room. FREE with Barrio
ticket.

AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
STUDENTStudent
EVENTS
Center 3.50 (hcioss from the bistro, next to ASSU)
Movie Night
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Join us for Improv Night
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March 5
at 9 p.m.
in Schafer Auditorium
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Classifieds
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted
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HIV VACCINE

TRIALS UNIT-SEATTLE

206.667.2300
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731-3433.

DKATUR
CONTEMPORARY HIGH-RISE APARTMENTS

E. Parking available.

www.seanet.com/users/

rsmallwood or 206-219HEALTHY VOLUN2557.
TEERS needed for UW
Pulmonary research studying
600. Misc
environmental and genetic
factors that control inflamma- ADVENTURE! Teach
tion. See if you are eligible at English Overseas Job
http://depts.washington.edu/
Guaranteed. TESOL Cert, in
uwlungs/. To participate you
5 days, or online/ corresp.
will be asked to come into
FREE Seminar: Mar.11 @
our facilities,fill out a brief
12p.m. & 7p.m. Best Westquestionnaire and provide a
ern Inn, 200 Taylor Ave. W.
small sample of blood (ap1-800-270-2941
proximately 4 Tbsp.). This
will take about 15-20 minutes and you will be given
LAKESIDE SCHOOL
$30.00 for your participation. RUMMAGE SALE
March 19-21
WORK STUDY POSIIncredible new and
TION: Harborview Medi- used merchandise -all at
cal Center Surgery Educabargain prices. Shop a huge
coordiprogram
Assist
tion.
selection ofbooks and
nator, HMC residency
artwork at this years sale!
program. Help with Data
Sandpoint Magnuson Park
Base, Communication,
Hangar 27 7400 Sandpoint
Orientation, Conferences.
Way NE www.lakeside
15 hrs/wk. Hours flexible.
school.org
Contact Suzanne at smiUs
@u.washington.edu or 206-

▲
THE

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

Pregnant?
Need help?

500. For Rent
LIVE FREEin private
luxiourious furnished Guest
House on Mercer Island
exchange for 25hrs child
care, flexible hours, wendy
206 2329479 wgottesman
@myexcel.com

call

Birthright
206-789-5676

TWO-BEDROOM

APARTMENT near Group
Health, $925 includes water
& heat. Bright, clean, quiet,
one block to bus and shops/
restaurants along 15th Ave

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments

Great First Hill Location

206 624 6844
1105 Spring Street
Seattle WA 98104
WE ff/LZ. P/4FFOJ? FOf/« BOOKS!!!
CALL FOR DETAILS
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Question of the Week
Who should decide theissue ofsame-sex marriages? The
federal government or each state?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or an opinion
column to spectator@seattleu.edu. Letters should be 300
words max, whilecolumns should be 500 words minimum.
Spectator editorialboard

Despite his dropping out,
Dean's influence
still felt
—

—

Editorial
Why is everyone so shocked that Seattle University is acknowledgingsexuality? Last Tuesday, theSeattle Timesran an article on
the front page of the Local News section titled, "Touchy topic of
sex is out in the open at Seattle U," which went inside Professor
Theresa Earenfight's salon on contraception and addressed the
University's year-long series of salons on sex and sexuality.
One paragraph read: "The banter between the students and
Earenfight is uncensored and unabashed. It also seems incongruous at a Jesuit Catholic university that prohibits the distribution of
condoms on campus. But those who teach and work at Seattle U
say that promoting diverse discourse on touchy topics isconsistent
with a Jesuit education."
Why shouldn't it be? Tobe fair, however, it's not just the Times
or any other local media outlet. The Spectator has received feedback from readers and printed quotes and opinions in articles that
reflect an overall surprise from the campus community that SU
would delve into sexual topics.
Jesuits are real people, as are those whomake up our faculty, the
board of directors, the board of regents and anyone else who is
involved in the decisions to address topics of sex and sexuality on
campus. They live in the same society as every 18-year-old freshman,35-year-oldnontraditional student,or high schooler who might
be considering attending SU. And in that society, sex is an unavoidable issue.
—
One could argue that sex drives the economy of this country at
the very least, it plays a major role in our money matters. Why do
you think cars sell so well? Why do clothing stores make so much
money? Why do perfume, cologne, deodorant, chewinggum, and
breath mints even exist? You would benaive to say sex didn'thave
something to do with it.
It should not be a surprise when a Jesuit college takes on sexual
—
topics. It shouldbe more of a surprise if any college inAmerica
no matter how traditional, stuffy or "old-school" you think it might
—
be doesn 't address theissue.

The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFord and AustinBurton. Signedcommentariesreflect
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the spec-
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Vivian Vassal!
Spectator Columnist
Thedoctor is out, but he will not
be forgotten. OnFeb. 18, Howard
Deaninformally withdrew from the
presidential race, which will make
things easier for some of us, but
very difficult for most of us.
During hiscampaign, the former
Vermont governor andliberal maverick did much more than roll up
hissleeves and trash-talk President
Bush. He engaged our generation
in government and gave many of
us a reason to vote.Howard Dean
caused a ripple in the predictable
pond of politics. He had no shame
in being left of center, andrefused
to be the wavering middleman
Democrats wouldgrudgingly settle
for inorder to beat the incumbent.
He was not afraid to say what was
on his, and our, mind. For the first
time ina long while,wehada can-

Howard Dean or the state of Vermont for that matter. Dean seemed
naive and annoying, and inneed of
anger management classes more
than anything else. And after the
pro-confederate flag comment, he
became more and more pervasive.
My first impression of Howard
Dean wasofa loudmouthed spoiled
brat who had no chance at the bid
for President.
Iquickly came to learn Iwas
wrong. Dr. Deanraisedmillions of
dollars from small contributions,
meaning that hehada lotof people
withalittlebit ofmoneyonhis side.
He got the public excitedabout the
election. This candidate was a
much-needed pick-me-up after the
election fiasco of2000, andhe was
someone who enfranchised people
who felt disconnected or apathetic
about voting. Al Gore may have
invented the Internet, but Howard
Dean made the best of it.Techies
far and widebonded via the newest
social avenues: Dean-themed chat
rooms, "meet-ups," and the everpresent "blogs."Dean's croniesbecame the World Wide Web's incrowd. Punk bands voluntarily endorsed Dean without beingpaidby
MTV. "Dean forAmerica" brought
thousands of people of different
backgrounds together in the spirit
of democracy. Because of the energy and optimism exuded by the

didate that we actually wanted to Dean campaign, young people
see in the White House. Howard seemed to talk moreabout political
affairs than ever before, and far
Dean inspired us.
My disclaimer is that Iwasnever more voters showedup to their preaHoward Dean supporter. Govern- cinct caucuses than expected.
Notuntil Howard Dean walked
ing a very small, very rich, very
not
fromhis campaign did Irealaway
White state did
seem like the
course.
ize
what
was America was losing. I
presidential
prep
best
Hardly anyone had heard of must confess Iam a Kerry sup-

porter,but now realize that Howard
Dean truly was, as the title of his
recent biography put it, "The Man
Who Would Be President." Dean
would have made a great commander in chief. He was different
thanthe stuffy,status quo politicos.
He was genuine, straightforward,
and refused to speak in media-

friendly sound bites. Because he
was not a Washington insider, had
no affiliation with Big Business,
and owed no favors, he could be
trusted. He didnot run for president
because he wanted to be president.
Heran for president because hedisapprovedofBush,offeredbetter solutions, and cared about the issues:
war, civil rights, healthcare, the
economy. Howard Dean represented a largeportionofAmericans.
Though he was short-tempered he
was not aloof, though he was frustrated he kept a positive attitude,
and though he was idealistic,he had
a history offiscal practicality. Dean
wasa warrior for all the right reasons.

As we approach Nov. 2, Dean
willfade from the spotlight and the
blue and yellow stickers will slowly
disappear.In spite ofit all,let's not
lose the sense of empowerment
Dean's campaign instilled in us.
Let's keep the flameburning. Let's
remain involved in the decisionmaking process of the nation we
live in and are very much affected

by. Whether we are voting for
Kerry, Edwards, Bush, or the others, let's stay strong until November, and thenlet's vote.

Vivian Vassall is a juniorpublic
affairs major. Sendfeedback to
vassallv@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor
be aware that Kucinich has taken a
stand for peace not just in words,
but
in action, a type ofeffort which
In the Feb. 15 Spectator article,
clearly demonstrates an
"Washington State Conducts Cau- most
individual's
true convictions, and
cuses," one ofthe comments I
made
provides the necessary criteria for
at the Democratic caucus in refera voting citizen to assess that
ence to candidate Dennis
candidate'sworth as a leader.
Kucinich's stance on the invasion
of Iraq is erroneouslyreproduced.
Brian T. Ially
In order to provide the necessary
Seattle
information for any voting citizen
who may have readthearticle,Ifeel
compelled to correct the misquote. A thank-you to SU fans
Referring to my remarks,
just want to expressmy sincere
I
McNeely writes,"Kucinich wasthe
only candidate that had the oppor- appreciation to all the Seattle Unitunity to vote noon the waragainst versity students who attended the
Iraq." Inactuality (and as Istated) SUmen'sbasketball homegame on
Kucinich was the only candidate Saturday, Feb. 21, versus the Uniwho, given the opportunity as a versity of Alaska-Fairbanks. At
memberofCongress, voted against halftime, the 1953-54 men'sbasketthe war. All othermembers ofcon- ballteam, winners of a still standgress who are currently seeking the ing Northwest-record 26 straight
nominationvoted for Bush's reso- games, were introduced to the
lutions to invade. There were of crowd. Your enthusiastic applause
course several democratic candi- for each member as he was andates (and still is one remaining) nounced gave them a skip to their
running for president who are not step somehad not felt in years.You
members of congress and who, be- made their
— 50th anniversary celcause of that fact, did not have the ebration for some the first time
opportunity to vote for or against they had returned in 50 years a
memorable reunion. You showed
the war.
It is important thateveryperson enormous respect andpride for their

Kucinich caucus

—

accomplishments. Your thoughtful
honoring of the past meant the
world to themand showed them we
still care deeply about our athletic
traditions. All in all, youmade it a
great night for the advancement of
the entire SU Athleticsprogram. A
very warm thanks indeed!
Trip Switzer
UniversityAdvancement

On the Mark
Ijust wanted to drop a quick note
to let you know how much Iappreciated the article Megan Lee wrote
in your Feb. 1 9 issue of The Spectator, "Is marksmanship considered
a sport?" Istarted to readit expecting the usual accusation that anyone involved with shooting sports
or firearms to be gun-toting lunatic. Instead 1 was very pleased to
find a journalist that is capable of
looking at and reportinga story with
an openmind. Icommend you and
your staff, especially Megan, for
writing an openminded, intelligent,
and non-judgmental story. Please
keep up the good work!

Jay Tavares
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Dorm dating part of Starbucks: Make it your Earth
my drink in my mug. Iwould not be like everyone else carrying around a mermaid. If
you personalize your drink so much, you
■
might as wellpersonalize your mug. It says
ters within the dorms provides many sursomethingabout you.
mountingbenefits. Never further thanwalkNow, the claim can bemadethat Starbucks
ingdistance,itmakes iteasier to meet people
cups include recycledmaterial so they aren't
as social circles tend torun closer together in
so bad. This claim is true.Unfortunately, the
smaller campus settings.Youhavethe advancups aremade ofwaxed cardboard;they can't
to
about
someone
getting
know more
tage of
be recycled. Therefore, the process of using
in
different
many
them
you
because
see
recycledmaterials endsupgoing to the landlights, in everyday situations. Actions speak
fill. Reusable mugs help reduce the overall
louder than words,andit'sbeneficial toknow
garbage. This will help reduce the unnecesif that person you're interested in would be Kevin Uhl
sary use of land for dumps. And this helps
the type of person who watches and laughs Spectator Columnist
end a slew ofenvironmental problems.
from insidethe elevator as it closes on someTheclaim can also bemade thatpapercups
one running up to it,or would kindly extend
You seethem everywhere:mermaids. Mer- are cheaper than mugs. Well, that claim is
their arm to hold the door open.
maids in people's hands, mermaids in the false. Starbucks offers a "personal" discount
Dating on campus actually allows people garbage and mermaids as litter onthe ground. for a "personal" reusable mug.The discount
to movearound thebarriers that maybe en- So many mermaids that Ioften wonder if is small, but if a personpurchases coffee evcountered inoutsidesituations. Here youcan there are more of them than people in Se- ery morning, the mugis paid for within two
get to know someone from various perspec- attle. Of course these mermaids appear on months, if not less. Therefore, in a year the
tives, such as in the classroom setting, in a paper cups bearing the name Starbucks.
upgrade to the triple shot will be worth it.
party setting, or when
However, the trick is remembering the
recently scouted out our local Starbucks
I
1
casually hanging out to seeroughly how many cups were used in mug. Ihave a few suggestions for that as well.
withfriends. Thereisno one hour. Icounted cups, but also, Icounted If you don't plan on leaving Starbucks, why
room for any front one the numberof plastic or ceramic mugsused. get a cup that is meant to? Instead, order
might try to display. Not Idid so because drinking fromreusable mugs chirra. Also, Ialways have my mug clipped
only is dating in the helps the Earth.
to my bag. This mug is clipped on for the
dorms convenient, itis
What didIfind? It was a bit alarming, but expresspurpose ofusing when Iam out. This
inadvertently advanta- unfortunately not surprising. The ratio was way Idon'thave to remember sincethe mug
geous in getting to roughly 100paper cups for every three mugs. is always there. Also, Iask myself, what reknow someone.
Yet, the problem here is not so much ally tastes better, paper or ceramic? Ialways
The prosand cons of Starbucks.It wouldbe easy to blame the big choose ceramic. Try it sometime.
datingon campus seem
So while waiting to order your superhero
evil corporation. However, Iinstead plead
torun parallel in signifi- with the students.
of a drink, remember a mug or order china.
cance, but it is college
reads,
There willofcourse betimes where you will
signs.
One
Starbucks displaysmany
after all. And part of the experience is get- "Make it your drink," while another reads, forget,but reducing waste is the goal. And
ting outand trying new things,taking chances "My drink is a superhero." Starbucks is very while you're at it, order shade-grown, orin the hope of finding something new and much intoempoweringtheconsumerthrough ganic, fair trade coffee as we\\.This he\ps
better, which fits you.
a drink selection. Unfortunately, as much reduce unneeded waste in other part of the
Thereisno harm in taking the opportunity choice as Starbucks offers, they leave out one world as well.
ingettingto know someone new. In the end, thing that would empower theconsumer even
Starbucks will respond to consumer dethe worst that cancome ofitis learningmore more, "for here or to go." Thereason is.con- mands. The consumer needs to understand
about yourself.
what is truly living insteadof truly creating a
sumers are unaware.
someoneuses
a
mess.
Ivote for less mess and more life.
mug,
Inoticed that when
"personal."
they
a
majoringin
the drink
order includes
KatieMusselman is afreshman
French and International studies. Send
For example, if Ipurchased a latte, it would Kevin Uhl is ajunior ecological studies
become a "Personal Latte." Then Iwouldsee major. Sendfeedback to uhlk@seattleu.edu
feedbacktomusselma@seattleu.edu

college experience
KatieMusselman
Spectator Columnist

So there is this cute guy down the hall.
You've said "hi" to him a few times, noticed the way he stopped to ask how you
were. At a party later on, you finally talk to
him.You walk back to the dorms together,
geton theelevator, andpunch the floor numbers.One right above the other.
Seattle University is asmall campus, and
so anything from aone-time hookup to an
attached-at-the-hip relationship within the
proximity ofthe school entails anadded dimension ofconsequences.Thirty-eight percent of the undergraduate student body, or
approximately 1,430 students, reside in a
three-block radius. Thepros and cons, therefore, are unique
to the small
is dating in
campus worldin Not
which those SU
convenient, it is
students whom
reside on cam- inadvertently advantapus operate.
to know
Dependingon geous in
direction
in
the
someone. There is no
which suchrelaany
tionships head, room
there are some
painfully negative and outwardly risky aspects of dating
on campus, firstand foremost being the frequent and unavoidable sighting of fellow
peers. A small campus equalslimitedeating
areas and select buildings for classes, guaranteeing that the one time you really don't
want tosee a person,you will. Many times.
Throughout the day and night. So,in order
to avoid looking like and idiot andrunning
around the corner, one must holdtheir head
up high, look forward, and continue walking.In a word,it's awkward.
In the samerespect,however,close quar-

only
dorms

the

getting

for

front.

What we didn't know didn't hurt us

Trisha Leonard
Copy Editor
On Feb. 26, the Seattle PostIntelligencer had anarticle informing people that Earth could have
been hit by an asteroid last month.
Should the public have been told,
eventhough scientists weren't clear
about the situation?
No,ofcourse not.
What would happen if we all
woke up and learned an asteroid
was going tohit Earth that day? The
public would be in frenzy! Despite
any warnings or instructions wereceived from officials, everyone
wouldbe scramblingaround going
nuts. That certainly wouldn't help
anything. And what wouldofficials
say we could do about it anyway?
First off, we'dneed to know the
damage that could be done. The

article said that "the asteroid, 2004 on it, (ifshe wasn'tblown up), and
ASI, would most likely have ex- Idon't see that happening.
The meteor that caused the dinoploded with the force of a onein
saurs
to be extinct nearly 65 milmegatonbomb several miles up
ago, was 20 miles wide,
years
the atmosphere. The shock waves lion
the
would have set offhurricane-force whereas asteroidthatcould have
winds that could have damaged hit us wasmerely 100/eef wide. We
buildings." However,later on in the weren't facing extinction,people.
article, it's said that Spahr, the sciMy betis that scientists couldn't
entist whocalculated the asteroid's formulate an emergency plan of
path, "did not notice that the orbit action because they weren't even
that hehad calculated for oneof the sure what the damage would be.
newasteroids went straight through Spahr didn't even see the path of
Earth." So.. .that leavesus
where? The first statement What
we all woke up and
makes it soundlikethe as- learned an asteroid was
teroid wouldn't get past
the atmosphere, and only going to hit Earth that day?
its shock waves wouldaffect cities. The second
quote, that the the asteroid on his own computer
statement says, and I
"went
path
straight screen, so most scientists weren't
asteroid's
through Earth." This means that it even awareof the potential danger.
wouldhave hit the planet dead on. So how could they prepare us?
Not getting past theatmosphere and Frankly, I don't think the age-old
having an asteroid hit the planet "hiding under tables" strategy
dead on are completely different would have cut it for this one.
What were theygoing to do? Tell
things! Qn one side ofthe spectrum
we've got potential damage that the citizensin the potential disaster
governmentemergency funds could site to evacuate? Yeah, like that's
cover, while on theother side we've going tohappen.Where would they
got damage that couldn't be re- go? All Ican imagine is that life
pairedin our lifetime. The only way wouldlook like the sequel to Indethat would happen is if mother pendenceDay.
Thousands of asteroids areaimed
Earth herself put a giant Band-aid

if

for Earth every year, but most of
them" aren't large enough to withstand the journey throughouratmosphere, and scientists know this.
The fact that officials haven't formulated a plan to deal with an asteroid hit proves that there are
boundaries to whathumans can do.
We try to seem so powerful and in
control, but ifmore people would
widen their scope, they'd realize
that weare nothingcompared to the
limitlessness of the universe.
If everyonehad beeninformed of
the asteroid, they would be going
nuts, and officials would have to
spendmore time and moneysettling
people down than they wouldif the
asteroid itself had hit. It's a loselosesituation. Unless the asteroid's
impact could have been calculated
ahead and a realisticsolution could
have been pinpointed, 1 think we
were better off not knowing.
The point here is that people are
always going to be afraid ofsomething, whether it's imagined ornot.
Perhaps morepeople will be freaking out about a potential meteor
strike now, but I refuse to. Who
wants to live in fear?
TrishaLeonard is a sophomore
journalism major. Sendfeedback
to leonardt@seattleu.edu

Opinionated
people...
Get your voice
out there!
'

Write an
opinion piece
to be printed in

The Spectator.
Send your
submissions
(500-1,000
words) to us
via e-mail, or
contact Austin
Burton, our
Opinion Editor,
(burtoiial@seattleu.edu)
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How do you know when you're
burned out from school?
Compiled by William Hurd

"When we live offcoffee and cigrettes."
TIANA CHONG, BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY, LIZZIE SCALLON, 810-CHEMISTRY &HUMANI-

"When I
don't want to do any more
"
school work and justdrink coffee.
JONATHANKLUTNICK, INTERNA-

TIES, SENIOR

SENIOR

give up "and want to
"When I
sleep.
RICKARD,
KELLY
INTERNAwatch reruns ofE-True Hollywood story"
"When I
SEAN GILLESPIE, 3RD YEAR LAW STUDENT

(Left) "When allI
can do is eat.

JUDYLINE CORPUZ, NURSING, SOPHOMORE

"When I
fell asleep on my
computer at 6pm and woke up
at Warn andrealized I
" missed
my class.
ROBYNRADER, IST YEAR LAW
STUDENT

"

BEYSANTIAGO,NURSING, SOPHOMORE
out
(Right) "When everything that comes
"

ofmy mouth is negative.

TIONAL BUSINESS, FRESHMAN

TIONAL BUSINESS,FRESHMAN

can't even think of a good"re"When I
sponse for this stupid question.
GENESSA STOUT, IST YEAR LAW STUDENT

can't
"I've been burned out so long, I
tell."
BRIAN NGUYEN, 3RD YEARLAW STUDENT

